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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Adh Mór. Welcome to the 2022 
SuperValu TidyTowns competition. We thank you for compiling and sending us your entry, and wish you every 
success in your future work. Good luck! The terrific community spirit in Stradbally spills out of the pages of your 
competiotn entry. Your long years of experience in TidyTowns means you are very well organised and appear to 
have links with all the other groups in your locality. Reaching out and working with each other is what it’s all about! 
It’s great to read about the close ties you have with the Stradbally sports clubs – you clearly give each other great 
support and as we all know a rising tide lifts all boats. Many thanks for your clear map including reference to public 
toilets which is a very practical consideration for the comfort of a well-travelled adjudicator! We enjoyed reading the 
reports from Stradbally’s two primary schools – we loved the idea of the children recording six different shades of 
blue by monitoring the sea over the seasons! It’s clear that across the pre-schools and primary schools that nature 
and local biodiversity play a big role in the children’s experiences of their home place. This love of the homeplace 
will no doubt lead to Stradbally TidyTowns members of the future!
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It’s refreshing to see the science of geology being interpreted in public spaces and Stradbally’s Copper Coast 
heritage is fascinating. The sculptural pieces that are the sundial stone table and benches on your Village Green are 
this adjudicator’s favourite public sculpture seen this year! So much information is given and in such a tactile and 
sensory way – it is a wonderful example of art for all. In addition this piece of art is set within what has to be one of 
the prettiest and best kept village greens in Ireland! Every single house around the green was noted to be beautifully 
painted and looked after and so many featured beautiful examples of Ireland’s rich window heritage. In general, 
window style is vastly underrated in Ireland and yet the absence of the correct type of heritage window in a building 
can be the undoing of the whole appearance. The stone place name signs with the Irish names are a lovely touch all 
around the village. The conservation project on the ruins of old St James’s church will mean so much locally giving 
insights into its ancient past. We look forward to hearing more about this project in the future. The Barron Hall 
project encompasses lots of great community use of the building, no doubt breathing in lots of new life. The Barrack 
Cross water wheel was much admired looking very well spruced up. The lovely pink wall behind really sets it off 
well.
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Your new pollinator friendly planting was noted all through the village. It looked really well with lots of colour from the 
pretty daisies, Bidens and Bacopa plants in the pots to the colourful wall-top planting behind the bicycle stands with 
Osteospermums, lavenders and Knautia amongst others giving great, long-lasting and all importantly 
pollinator-friendly colour! The gorgeous herb garden at the base of the school wall at St James’s N.S. is such a 
pretty and useful feature on the school grounds with lots of pollinator-friendly plants. The graveyards of both of 
Stradbally’s churches are beautiful, peaceful spots but a shame to see unnecessary herbicide use along grass and 
grave edges. We understand that this is not carried out by TidyTowns but perhaps it needs a gentle reminder that 
herbicide use in this context is not a good idea for both human health and biodiversity reasons. Many wildflower 
species were seen in the mossy grass at the graveyards making them ideal for managing as short wildflower 
meadows if it suited those who look after the churchs’ grounds. There is a lot of time and petrol money to be saved 
by the less regular mowings of wildflower meadows! We had a walk through the newly planted Cove Hill area, it is 
indeed very generous of the landowners to create such a space for the community from a former coniferous 
plantation. The thought behind each of the statues is lovely and the landscaping makes for a beautiful extension 
from the village’s main street down to the sea. To have such a spot to walk around or just sit and admire is a 
wonderful facility for residents and visitors alike. Apart from a few gorgeous foxgloves, none of the shrubs here were 
in bloom during our late June visit which is a hugely busy time for our beleaguered pollinator species as you know. 
Perhaps a few splittings can be made from the herbaceous perennials dotted around the other Stradbally 
flowerbeds and added in here to fill ‘a hungry gap’ for the local pollinators! We did notice a few uninvited plant 
visitors unfortunately! Giant rhubarb (Gunnera tinctoria) was noted growing by the stream here just downstream of 
the footbridge and this scheduled invasive species will need to be removed especially before it sets seed. Another 
invasive plant Winter heliotrope was also noted along the stream banks and Himalayan balsam along the River Tay 
at the back of Stradbally Cove. All of these species are problematic for our environment and all are occurring along 
waterways in your local area – reach out to your Waterford Community Water Officer at www.lawaters.ie and your 
Waterford Co. Co. Environmental Awareness Officer who can help with this problem.
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pretty daisies, Bidens and Bacopa plants in the pots to the colourful wall-top planting behind the bicycle stands with 
Osteospermums, lavenders and Knautia amongst others giving great, long-lasting and all importantly 
pollinator-friendly colour! The gorgeous herb garden at the base of the school wall at St James’s N.S. is such a 
pretty and useful feature on the school grounds with lots of pollinator-friendly plants. The graveyards of both of 
Stradbally’s churches are beautiful, peaceful spots but a shame to see unnecessary herbicide use along grass and 
grave edges. We understand that this is not carried out by TidyTowns but perhaps it needs a gentle reminder that 
herbicide use in this context is not a good idea for both human health and biodiversity reasons. Many wildflower 
species were seen in the mossy grass at the graveyards making them ideal for managing as short wildflower 
meadows if it suited those who look after the churchs’ grounds. There is a lot of time and petrol money to be saved 
by the less regular mowings of wildflower meadows! We had a walk through the newly planted Cove Hill area, it is 
indeed very generous of the landowners to create such a space for the community from a former coniferous 
plantation. The thought behind each of the statues is lovely and the landscaping makes for a beautiful extension 
from the village’s main street down to the sea. To have such a spot to walk around or just sit and admire is a 
wonderful facility for residents and visitors alike. Apart from a few gorgeous foxgloves, none of the shrubs here were 
in bloom during our late June visit which is a hugely busy time for our beleaguered pollinator species as you know. 
Perhaps a few splittings can be made from the herbaceous perennials dotted around the other Stradbally 
flowerbeds and added in here to fill ‘a hungry gap’ for the local pollinators! We did notice a few uninvited plant 
visitors unfortunately! Giant rhubarb (Gunnera tinctoria) was noted growing by the stream here just downstream of 
the footbridge and this scheduled invasive species will need to be removed especially before it sets seed. Another 
invasive plant Winter heliotrope was also noted along the stream banks and Himalayan balsam along the River Tay 
at the back of Stradbally Cove. All of these species are problematic for our environment and all are occurring along 
waterways in your local area – reach out to your Waterford Community Water Officer at www.lawaters.ie and your 
Waterford Co. Co. Environmental Awareness Officer who can help with this problem.

Your brand new Eco Park is very impressive! What an achievement by the Stradbally community and such a great 
legacy showing the bonds between the two longstanding groups of TidyTowns and Stradbally AFC. It must be 
wonderful to have such a terrific space at the disposal of the local community. You have planted a nice range of 
different native tree species. Unfortunately, some specimens didn’t appear too happy on adjudication day with very 
few leaves – this reflects an unusually dry winter making tree planting even in March of this year problematic. 
Hopefully it’s just a difficult settling-in period and they will have recovered by the end of the summer. If not they may 
need replacing in the near future. We can see that you have left the wild plants to grow here at the Park and the 
species assemblage indicates a rich soil – as demonstrated by a lot of dock plants flowering. Although native, they 
can take over a grassland if left unmanaged. As you probably know an impoverished soil is the best for natural 
wildflower meadows. The way to achieve that here will be to regularly (about twice a month) cut and - most 
importantly - remove the cuttings for the first couple of years. This will weaken the over-dominant grasses and docks 
and allow for a greater natural diversity of species. You could have a variety of wildflower meadow types here with 
tall ones and short-flowering ones and lovely grass paths mown in between. You can even have fun with the grass 
paths and mow spirals and mazes. You will know from your interactactions with Dr Una Fitzpatrick on the Eco Park 
Plan that the All Ireland Pollinator Plan website at pollinators.ie has lots of helpful guides and videos on the topic. 
The important thing is to work with what you have here naturally and not to introduce commercial seed into a wild 
habitat. Well done on your bird and bat boxes and the water feature incorporating the local stream in the Eco Park. 
We see from old maps that it arises nearby from the White Well and then runs through the Village Greeen and into 
the sea after a short course at Stradbally Cove. There is great scope to use it to educate people about our 
watercourses and how human activities can unwittingly impact upon them. Your local Community Water Officer will 
have lots of ideas and potential funding for projects on this topic.  Also remember to make room for a couple of 
areas of bare soil on east and south-facing banks to provide solitary bee nesting habitat. There is huge potential 
here for biodiversity education and community events. We were delighted to hear of your working with Dungarvan 
Men’s Shed on Barn owl nesting boxes. The new information board is very attractive and nice to give prominence to 
a species that is not all that well known by the general public. We are familiar with Killian Mullarney’s beautiful 
illustrations and his Stradbally Barn owl is wonderful. Maybe you could make even more use out of this lovely 
illustration (first seeking the artist’s permission of course!) on biodiversity-promoting material and merchandise in 
Stradbally. Hopefully the Barn owls will return to Stradbally and come to represent biodiversity improvements in your 
locality. We lok forward to hearing more about this project in future years. We saw the area of Marram grass at 
Stradbally Cove and unfortunately it does look like a losing battle with cars parked up right beside it on what was a 
quiet day for that beach. You have several people involved in this project but contact your local NPWS Conservation 
Ranger for advice too as they have carried out similar projects in other parts of Ireland. Erosion is clearly 
problematic in this dynamic landscape and a bigger more encompassing solution far outside the remit of TidyTowns 
volunteers is going to be needed for managing the many visitors that do frequent this cove over the course of a 
summer. In the long run it will likely have to be some sort of park-and-ride system as cars and beautiful ecosystems 
like this do not mix!

Nice to see your bicycle stands placed right in the centre of the village. You mention how you have some water 
butts to help with your plant watering but you still use the White Well stream water. In the long term it isn’t 
sustainable to be taking water from local watercourses so the ideal is to use collected rainwater all the time if at all 
possible. Increasingly climate change does mean summer droughts but it also appears to be resulting in heavier 
periods of rainfall so if we could all harvest this it would be better all round. But you have also explained how you 
have moved away from hanging baskets completely over the last two years so hopefully you are noticing a drop in 
the level of watering needed – this is another great feature of the perennials – they are not as thirsty as some of the 
glamorous annuals! We note how Stradbally has been practising sustainable practices with over twenty years of 
home composting – do you use any of this compost for your flower beds? Well done on the many smaller initiatives 
that together form a great community effort for sustainable living.

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:



All the work you have put in to litter picks and clean ups was self-evident on adjudication day as the village and its 
environs were clean as a whistle! As mentioned above all the streets and residential areas were looking great on 
adjudication day with many clearly recently painted and cleaned. Pride of place is abundant all around Stradbally!

glamorous annuals! We note how Stradbally has been practising sustainable practices with over twenty years of 
home composting – do you use any of this compost for your flower beds? Well done on the many smaller initiatives 
that together form a great community effort for sustainable living.

There was a great show of clover, selfheal & buttercups on the green areas of several housing estates on 
adjudication day – perfect examples of natural short-flowered meadow providing lots of food for our beleaguered 
pollinator species. We noticed the lovely bed of pollinator-friendly plants at the entrance to the Whitewell estate 
when we were admiring the planting beside the Ball alley! With Stradbally being a small village, you have plenty of 
communication with the different housing estates, although the fact that some houses are holiday homes, 
understandably makes communication a little harder sometimes. Have you come across the charity Trees on the 
Land? They work with community groups providing free tree saplings of native Irish origin. Sometimes it makes for a 
nice community event where a free garden tree giveaway can be organised with local housing estates. Overseeing 
the maintenance of the playground is a big job for a group of community volunteers – these kinds of jobs always 
feature many behind the scenes hours of paperwork and communications too! We hope this work is appreciated – 
by the local authorities as well as the locals! We liked how there was a sign in the playground welcoming people to 
come for a cuppa and a chat to the Market. A good sign of the strong community spirit that is clearly alive and well 
in Stradbally.

Your adjudicator had a bit of bother finding the roads to Stradbally coming from the west off the N25, having decided 
to trust road signs instead of Google maps! There aren’t enough road signs for the junctions so it turned into a 
guessing game at one stage. This isn’t good enough when the destination is a village of the calibre and tourist 
pulling power of Stradbally – we hope Waterford Co. Co. Roads Department are taking note! We visited Ballyvooney 
Cove which is breath-taking and visitor-friendly thanks to the efforts of Stradbally TidyTowns and Waterford Co. Co. 
We admired a beautiful field of freshly made hay stooks when we were there – a very nostalgic (and 
biodiversity-friendly) sight. Lovely to see the long grass verges waving in the breeze on the main approach road to 
the village. This is so important as long grass verges are the nesting sites for many pollinators. With a tidy mown 
edge, they look so handsome in this lovely rural setting.

This adjudicator was delighted to be asked to do a second-round judging of your wonderful village. Stradbally 
celebrates 40 years of involvement with the national TidyTowns competition, and you have consistently been such a 
strong entrant with 100% support from the local community. The beautiful, annotated birds eye map was a delight to 
follow in our walk around the village. There are several wonderfully maintained green areas and landscaped beds at 
every turn in the village. The change in your planting strategy to use pollinator friendly plants rather than sterile 
annuals is noted as a direct result of your focus on biodiversity. On the ground the beds of achillea, verbena and 
scabiosa were alive with bees and butterflies. A fantastic sight considering they have only been in place since 2019. 
Consider carrying out a Flower-Insect Timed Count (FIT Count) on these areas so you as a group can see how 
successful your changes have been. FIT Counts are very simple – you watch a patch of flowers for 10 minutes and 
count how many insects visit. It is a very useful tool for Tidy Towns groups to measure change in their local 
biodiversity. As Stradbally Tidy Towns have taken so many actions in line with the All-Ireland Pollinator Plan, 
carrying out FIT Counts throughout the year and across future years will help track the impact of your actions on 
insect numbers and diversity in your village.
We note the focus you are putting on tree planting in the village with the new trees in the eco park. This will be a 
fantastic legacy for the future generations in the village. The specimen tree on the village green is such a beautiful 
example of a feature tree. However, we note that the ash tree by the fantastic roadside landscape area near the Ball 
Alley, Queallys corner, seems to be beginning to show signs of ash die back. This is a deadly fungal disease that is 
spreading across the county like wildfire. It is thought that Ash dieback will kill around 80-90% of ash trees which 
become infected. Keep an eye on its progression here and perhaps consider planting a feature tree of an alternative 
species alongside it, to ensure the long-term presence of trees in this spot if the ash needs to be felled in the short 
to medium term. The village core and its approaches were very well kept. Some small pieces of litter were noted at 
the entry to the ball alley, but I am sure they would have been addressed by your regular litter walkers.  The new 
wooden bridge and joyful sculptures at the Woodhouse planted areas are so visible from the road, and as the 
planting matures here, will only add to the aesthetics of this journey from the village to the river and cove. I 
remember when this was a dark conifer bank and the change this has made to the village environs is immense. 
Thanks to the owner of the Woodhouse estate for all the support they give your group and their positive relationship 
with the village community. Homes in the village were beautifully presented with the range of thatched cottages 
present a delight. The bed of vibrant roses at Viewmount Drive caught the eye. Is a bin necessary here so close to 
residents’ homes? Remove or relocate if it is rarely filled. 
This second round adjudicator endorses the comments made by the first-round adjudicator in individual categories 
and especially congratulates all the effort put into Stradballys upkeep and ongoing development. Well done to all 
involved in this year’s submission on the completion and more importantly the ongoing good maintenance of some 
wonderful amenities for both locals and visitors from the Eco Park to Stradbally Cove. We wish you every success 
going forward to 2023 and beyond.

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Second Round Adjudication:

Concluding Remarks:

We really enjoyed our visit to beautiful Stradbally. There is such an array of delights for the resident and visitor 
between woodland and coastal habitats, gorgeous vernacular architecture, medieval history, an eco-park, geological 
wonders, lovely local produce, a great playground and a nice swim! Good luck with all your endeavours and keep 
enjoying your lovely locality.
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